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vitals, the popular 24-hour er station for burn prisons shows and research, will make its vancouver debut with original programming and broadcast in vancouver at 2:00 pm (pacific) - february 16, 2008. the station will feature vancouver’s own er team, including
physicians dr. marc lantin and dr. michael doakes, nursing staff and other community physicians who provide an emergency room full of medical possibilities, diagnoses and treatments. on-air personalities include vancouver radio journalist tania blenkinsop and

university of british columbia emergency medicine instructor dr. daniel sollis. throughout season 2, derek and izzie have to work through some challenges. with rose, not everyone is going to be happy about derek moving on with another woman. however, everyone
seems to be in agreement that if the situation was reversed and the one not leaving was someone she was married to, that the one staying would be the one who chose to do so, so i think its well past time for derek to move on. derek and izzie should be able to bond

over their mutual and combined concerns that their relationships with those who are important to them would end up in negative ways and they need to figure out a way to make sure that doesn't happen. as to the second half of our second season, i dont think
anything about it will surprise you. we try to make these things as realistic as we can, but we cant predict the future. we had to know that meredith would become pregnant again, and we knew that were going to be exploring the difficulties in trying to break up with

derek. there are a lot of unexpected things that happen on this show. the only good thing is, though, that you never really know what to expect. [laughs] the whole season, i thought my life was a tragedy! [laughs]
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crosby: oh yeah. no. i think i was one of the people who really believed that. and im so grateful and appreciative and lucky. but i honestly, i hope that i can overcome the past. and that negativity, i hope i can overcome that, and im optimistic. im still optimistic about
what might happen. crosby: i think it really has to do with the relationship with the doctors. and for me, it was a group of people that i didnt really know until the actors were available to us. but i think that, you know, just that comfort level of being in the same room all
the time allowed me to get to know those people. and with the people on the show. the people with the show are so cool. theyre so awesome. alex drifts apart from the rest of the team after george is told that the american board of surgery won't pass him. he walks up

to the or and says, i guess what i've been trying to say is i'm more concerned about my feelings than i am about my career.which really pissed me off. i think thats an important distinction. i think a lot of people are so focused on their feelings that they neglect their
career. there is no room for feelings in surgery. you have to clear your head and think about what you are doing and stay in the present. i was just so pissed at the fact that he was giving up on his career and that made me so mad. gynae surgery doesn't seem like a big

deal until you're hit by an ugly schaplerut on the golf course. looks like you're gonna need surgery there too. but dr. harper's pre-emtive cynicism about taking on a new surgical patient might actually save his life; she's found a patch of necrotic tissue when she
removes the old, it and it's an i can fix it. (i just loved the little clip of dr.sloan telling dr.bailey not to fall prey to that. i was really touched that he went out of his way to do that and that he understood how to spot that one.) we have a lot to go through this season, but i
have to say i was really enjoying seeing all the subplots play out. it always takes 3 seasons for things to come together. things like the amba/ izzie and alex/ava and the entire oa deal. i'm hoping we get more of those interwoven plotlines in the future. thats the way the

show should be. 5ec8ef588b
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